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For: The Commissioners
a

From: James A. Fitzgerald
Assistant General Counsel

I
Subject: REVIEW OF ALAB-730. (DETROIT EDISON

COMPANY - ET. AL.)

Facility: Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit 2

Petition for
Review: Citizens for Employment of Energy, ,

Intervenor' .

Review Time
Expires: September 23, 1983,-as extended.

Purpose: To inform the Commission of an Appeal
Boarddecision[which,inouropinion,i r

_?- -

Discussion: Summary

In_ALAB-730, the Appeal Board affirmed
the Initial Decision-of the~ Licensing
Board, LBP-82-96, 16-NRC 1408,
authorizing issuance of an operating- '

license for the Enrico' Fermi Atomic-
' Power Plant, Unit 2|(the: facility). In-
its decision, the Appeal Board
considered and rejected three emergency-
planning-issues _of the intervenor,
citizens for Employment of Energy,
(CEE) : the. lack of a final' county
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emergency plan, theistriking of.a
portion of-the emergency planning! |

contention, and the finding that ;

residents of Stony Point could'be
evacuated in~an-emergency.,

CEE's petition ~ seeks review of two of
these : issues. It contendsLthat.
Commission review is' warranted because- :

Monroe County does not.have a validly-
-

approved radiological emergency plan and-
that the' Appeal Board improperly-refused
to reopen the' record to admit. general:
emergency planning issues. .CEE, how-
ever, does not seek review of the-Appeal '

Board finding that there is' substantial 1 '

evidence on the record to support the<
-

Licensing Board's determination that- gg
there is a feasible' escape: route'f r'the -

residents of the Stony Point Area

Background

The issues in this petition relate to
CEE's attempt to' expand the scope of
contention 8, which reads as follows: =-

"CEE is concerned over whether:
^

there is a. feasible escape route
for the residents of the Stony
Point area which is adjacent to th'e
Fermi-2 site. The onlyFroad
leading toland from the. area,
Pointe Aux-PauxsRoad,: lies very
close.to the reactor site. In case
of an accident, the residents would

,

have to travel-towards the accident'
before they could move away from.
it.

The-Licensing BoardJviewed;this con-
tention as' presenting the sole emergency
planning issue'in-this proceeding.
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CEE had, however, attempted to litigate
a broader emergency planning contention.
As originally submitted, contention 8
also challenged the fact that emergency
plans had "not been adequately Ceveloped
or entirely conceived with respect to an.

accident which could require immediate
evacuations of entire towns within a
100-mile radius of the Fermi-2 plant,
including Detroit". In admitting
contention 8, the Licensing Board struck
this portion of the contention for
noncompliance with the basis and
specificity requirements of 10 CFR
S2.714 (b) .

In a prehearing conference, held July-
22, 1981, the Licensing Board again
addressed the scope of.the contentions.
At this time, CEE noted that it wished
to retain contention 8 which "related to
the evacuation of residents toward the
plant from one particular geographic
area." Tr. 193. In response to.the
applicants' assertion that the general
adequacy of the emergency plan was not
an issue and "[tjhe sole matter in
controversy is the evacuation route from
Stony Point" (Tr. 207) , CEE responded
(Tr. 208):

Speaking on behalf of the Inter-
venor, the contention that was
submitted is very specific. . . .

We have major reservations about
the Applicant's emergency evacua-
tion plans. We can deal with that
in other forums. We are not going
to try to expand our contentions.

Meanwhile, a working draft of the Monroe
County plan had been produced in March
1981 and released for public comment in
April 1981. This version was the
subject of extensive review both by
Monroe County officials and by respon-
sible State' planning representatives. A
completed version. of the Monroe County
plan was produced in November 1981.
Michigan officials forwarded the State

+
_ -. - - - _ _ - - - - - _ _ _
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and county plans (Monroe and Wayne
Counties) to the FEMA Regional Assis-
tance Committee for informal review and
comment on November 19, 1981.

A full-scale exercise of emergency
response capabilities around Fermi 2,
involving applicants, the State of
Michigan, and Monroe and Wayne. Counties,
was held on February 2, 1982. The
following day FEMA and the NRC Staff
held a public critique of the exercise.
On the evening of February 3, 1982, the
State of Michigan conducted a public
hearing on the adequacy of offsite
emergency planning around Fermi 2.
Participating on the panel were rep-
resentatives from Michigan, Monroe and
Wayne Counties, Applicants and FEMA.

The evidentiary hearing in this proceed-
ing was held in Monroe, Michigan from
March 31 to April 2, 1982. Among the
matters covered in the hearing was
Contention 8 dealing with Stony Point
evacuation-feasibility. CEE presented
evidence on this matter, consisting of
the testimony of Mr. Frank Kuron, a
Monroe County Commissioner at the time.

On August 27, 1982, more than four
months after-the evidentiary record was
closed, the Monroe County Commissioners
petitioned for leave to intervene in
this operating license proceeding'and
for the record to be reopened to
receive Monroe County's concerns regard-
ing specific defects in their emergency
plan for a radiological emergency ~at
Fermi 2. The County contended that good
cause for'its untimely filing was
provided by recent developments which
had only recently made _the County aware
that.significant defects in its-emer-
gency plan are not remediable by the

.
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County Commissioners themselves. .CEE
supported the County's petition and
itselt requested the reopening of the
record to litigate " Amended contentions
8 and 9."3

Licensing Board Decision

In its initial decision, the Licensing
Board held that CEE voluntarily relin-
quished its right to-litigate con-
tentions 8 and 9. With respect to CEE's
motion to reopen the record the Licens-
ing Board held that CEE had not provided
new and significant information which-
would materially affect the decision.
Accordingly, the Licensing Board denied
CEE's petition for failure to satisfy
the requirements for reopening of the
record. 16 NRC at 1436.

Appeal Board Decision

Before the Appeal Board, CEE argued that
the Licensing Board erred in not. grant-
ing CEE's motion to reopen the record to
consider the deficiencies to the emer-
gency plan noted by Monroe County. In
this regard, CEE contended that Monroe
County's delay could not be attributed
to CEE and that CEE made a timely
petition for-reopening upon learning of
Monroe County's allegations of specific
deficiencies.. As additional grounds for
reopening the record, CEE pointed out
that Monroe County's radiological
emergency plan was not complete and that
it is violative of CEE's procedural
rights to a fair hearing for the

2 In ALAB-707 the Appeal Board affirmed the Licensing
Board's rejection of Monroe County's petitition. See
SECY-83-48

3 Contention 9, which refered to medical' treatment of
radiation injuries had been withdrawn by CEE during the July
22, 1981 prehearing conference.
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Licensing Board to litigate and decide-
emergency planning issues in the absence
of a final plan.

The Appeal Board dismissed the first
argument by noting that CEE stood'in no
better position than Monroe County did
in its earlier appeal. According to the
Appeal Board, CEE was in as good a
position as Monroe County to question
the completeness and adequacy of the
emergency plan, yet did not do so until
the evidentiary hearing was -long over.
The Appeal Board based this finding on
the fact that CEE's principal witness at
the hearing, Mr. Frank Kuron, was also'a
County Commissioner and that in view of'
CEE's limited organization, it was fair
to impute Mr. Kuron's knowledge to CEE.

The Appeal Board further reasoned that
CEE's offering did not consist of "new"
facts; rather it consisted of the
County's reevaluation of already -

existing facts.

"There is no substantial reason why
the asserted significance of the
basic facts long available to both
Monroe County and CEE should not
have been appreciated earlier and
raised in a timely fashion." Slip -

op, at 12.

The Appeal Board also dismissed CEE's
complaint that the plan must be complete
by noting that although the plan is not
yet final, all that is required-by the
Commission is that it be sufficiently . .!

developed to support a conclusion that
the state of emergency preparedness
provides reasonable assurance that- q

adequate protective measures can and j
will be taken in the event of the i

radiological emergency. . Commission-
regulations and precedents do not
require a complete final plan prior.to
conclusion of the adjudicatory' process.

!
.
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Similarly, the Appeal Board held that
CEE's procedural rights to a fair
hearing had not been violated. Relying
on Duke Power Co. (Catawba Nuclear
Station, Units 1 and 2) , ALAB-687, 16
NRC , August 19, 1982, the Appeal
Board concluded that CEE did have
sufficient information available at the
time it would have_been required to

,

point out specific deficiencies, that
is, no later than February 1982, when
the plan did exist and the emergency
planning exercise was conducted.

Finally, the Appeal Board addressed
,

CEE's claim that.the Licensing Board
erred in striking that part of its
original contention 8 that challenged
the adequacy of the emergency plans then 1L
under development. The Appeal Board
concurred with the Licensing Board's
view that CEE waived any right to
advance such generalized issues at the-

'

July'22, 1981 prehearing conference.

Analysis:
,

- -
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Cap s A. Fitzgerald
Assistant General Counsel

Attachment: ALAE-730
Petition for Review
NRC Staff Response
Applicant's Response .

Commissioners' comments or consent should be provided directly
to the Office of the Secretary by c.o.b. Friday, September 23,
1983.

Commission Staff Office comments, if.any, should be. submitted
to the Commissioners NLT Friday, September 16, 1983, with an
information copy to the Office of the Secretary. If the paper
is of such a nature that it requires additional time for
analytical review and comment, the Commissioners and the
Secretariat should be apprised of when comments may be I

expected.
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UNITED STATES-OF AMERICA
' 'NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION $ 3-

--.
,

ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING APPEAL BOARD

Administrative Judges:
.

Stephen F. Eilperin, Chairman
Thomas S. Moore
Dr. Reginald L. Gotchy

SkRVED JUN 031985
)

In the Matter of )
)

THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY, _e_t _a_l . ) Docket No. 50-341 OL
)

(Enrico Fermi Atomic Power )
Plant, Unit 2) )

)

John R. Minock, Ann Arbor, Michigan, for the intervenor
Citizens for Employment and Energy.

Harry H. Voigt and L. Charles Landgraf, Washington,
D.C., for the applicants, Detroit Edison Company,
et al.

Colleen P. Woodhead for the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission staff.

DECISION

June 2, 1983

(ALAB-730)

On October 29, 1982, the Licensing Board issued its

initial decision authorizing an operating license for the

Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit 2. See LBP-82-96, 16

NRC __,. The reactor is located on the western shore of Lake

Erie in_Frenchtown Township, Monroe County, Michigan.

We have before us the appeal of the sole intervenor in

the operating license proceeding, Citizens for Employment

and Energy (CEE). CEE raises three issues for our

..
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consideration. First, CEE claims that the Licensing Board

erred in finding that Monroe County's emergency plan is

complete. It is intervenor's position that absent a final

local plan, emergency planning issues are not even ripe for

an administrative hearing, let alone for decision. Second,

CEE claims that the Licensing Board erred in striking that

part of its original contention 8 that challenged the

adequacy of the emergency plans.then under development.

Again, CEE argues that the issue raised by that contention

should be litigated at such time as Monroe County adopts a

final emergency plan. Lastly, CEE asserts that the

Licensing Board erred in finding that there is a feasible

evacuation route for re'sidents of the Stony Point' area.

That community.is quite close to Fermi 2, and the sole

evacuation route for its residents initially leads toward
~

the reactor.

I.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

On October 9, 1978, CEE filed its petition for leave to

intervene in this proceeding. Its amended petition, filed

shortly thereafter, included among the 11 contentions CEE.

proposed to litigate only one directed to emergency planning

that is of consequence to this appeal. Contention 8 read as

follows:

Emergency plans and procedures have not been
adequately developed or entirely conceived with
respect to an accident which could' require j

i

!
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immediate evacuations of entire towns within a
100-mile radius of the Fermi 2 plant,. including j
Detroit. In particular, CEE is con'cerned over |-

whether there is a feasible escape route for the I
'residents of the Stony Point area which is

adjacent to the Fermi 2 site. The:only road
leading to and from the area, Pointe Aux Peaux,

.

lies very close to the reactor site. In case of
an accident the residents would have to travel l

'

towards the accident before they could move away
from it.

CEE Amended Petition to Intervene (Dec. 4, 1978) at 4.

In granting CEE's petition for leave to intervene, the

Licensing Board struck the first sentence of contention 8

for noncompliance with the basis and specificity

requirements of the Commission's rules. LBP-79-1, 9 NRC 73

(1979). See 10 CFR S 2.714 (b) . The Board was of the view

that the " introductory sentence challenging the lack of

emergency plans and procedures for all towns within a

'100-mile radius of the plant, including Detroit,*is too

broadly written, and not supported by any information which .

would warrant a conclusion that such plans are necessary."

9 NRC at.80. As to CEE's remaining contentions, the Board

admitted some, rejected others, and asked the parties to

meet in an attempt to reach an agreement on the rest. Id.

at 87. The attempt was successful, and on March 5, 1979,

intervenor, applicants and the NRC staff entered intoya

stipulation, accepted by the Licensing Board, that set out

*

the scope of the contentions for hearing. See Order of

March 21, 1979 (unpublished) .

E
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Thereafter construction of Fermi 2 slowed and the

licensing proceeding slowed with it. The next prehearing

conference was not held for another two years. In the

interim, the TMI-2 accident occurred, leading the Commission

to a heightened awareness of the importance of emergency

planning for nuclear accidents. The increased emphasis in -

that area is manifest in a new set of regulatory

requirements that we briefly discuss in Part II of this ;

opinion. See pp. 7-9, infra.

In view of the new regulatory requirements and the

passage of time, the July 1981.prehearing conference again

took.up the scope of contentions for hearing and also

inquired into the status of emergency planning. Tr. 184-85,

186-88, 195-97. As to the scope of contentions, CEE's

counsel explained that it wished to withdraw some

contentions that had previously been admitted so as to ,

"really narrow it to the things that we are interested in

and just proceed on those. I think that makes the best use

of our very, very limited resources." Tr. 192. CEE noted

that it wished to retain contention 8.which " relate [d] to
the evacuation of residents towards the plant from one

particular geographic area." Tr. 193. Similarly, in

1 CEE also retained two other contentions for the hearing,
but they are not at issue on appeal.

.
-

e
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response to the applicants' assertion that the general

adequacy of the emergency plan was not.an issue and "[t]he

sole matter in controversy is the evacuation route from

Stony Point" (Tr. 207), CEE responded (Tr. 208):

Speaking on behalf of the.Intervenor, the
contention that was submitted is very specific.

We have major reservations about the. . .

Applicant's emergency evacuation plans. We can
deal with that in other forums. We are not going
to try to expand our contentions.

With regard to emergency planning, the Board was informed

that an emergency planning exercis.e was set for February

1982, some seven months away.2
,

Meanwhile, on November 19, 1981, Michigan officials-

submitted an emergency plan for Monroe County to the

regional office of the Federal Emergency Management Agency

(FEMA) for review and comment. That plan, along with those

developed by the State of Michigan and Wayne County (the

other county near the reactor), was tested, as scheduled, in

a full-scale exercise in which Monroe County participated,

on February 1-2, 1982. See pp. 13-14, infra. See generally

ALAB-707, 16 NRC _, _ (Dec. 21, 1982) (slip opinion at

2 '

The parties agreed that for purposes of sch'eduling the
evidentiary hearing the only contention that would be
affected by the exercise was contention 8 dealing with the
feasibility of the Stony Point evacuation route. Tr.
187-88. CEE did not advance any more general emergency
planning claim.
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4-5). The evidentiary hearing in this licensing proceeding-

was held from March 31 to April 2, 1982.

Nearly five months ' after the close of evidentiary

hearings, but before the Board's initial decision, Monroe

County filed a petition for leave to intervene and to reopen

the record, :ontending generally that its emergency plan was

incomplete and that it lacked the resources to implement an

effective one. See Monroe County Petition (Aug. 27, 1982).

CEE supported the County's motion. Answer of Intervenor CEE

(Sept. 6, 1982). The Licensing Board denied the motions in

its initial decision. See LBP-82-96, supra, 16 NRC at __,

(slip opinion at 37-50) .3

On the County's appeal, we affirmed the Board but asked

the Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) to treat

the County's petition as a request under 10 CFR S 2.206.

ALAB-707, supra, 16 NRC at __ (slip opinion at __). That
,

section allows any person seeking'to raise health, safety,

or environmental concerns regarding a licensing action to.

file a request asking the Director to institute a proceeding

to address those concerns. In our view, the extreme

lateness of the County's filing on matters it should have

been aware of years earlier made it inappropriate to' reopen

The Licensing Board treated CEE's Answer as an
independently filed motion to reopen the proceeding.
LBP-82-96, supra, 16 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 48) .

-
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the formal operating license proceeding. . Given the

importance of Monroe County's emergency planning concerns,

however, we concluded that the best disposition was to

refer the matter to the Director for his action. Id. at __
(slip opinion at 14-15).4 Those concerns are currently

being analyzed by FEMA, the State of Michigan, and the NRC

staff, in consultation with Monroe County.5

II.

REGULATORY SCHEME FOR EMERGENCY PLANNING

We recently had occasion to outline the regulatory

, ...
scheme for emergency planning issues in Cincinnati Gas &

4 ~

Thus, we said:
_

At bottom, Monroe County claims that the' Fermi 2
emergency plan cannot work. The claim is obviously one
that must not be ignored, but it is pressed so late
that it cannot easily fit into the adjudicatory
process.

ALAB-707, supra, 16 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 12) (footnote
omitted).

5 At oral argument we asked the parties to submit copies
of letters or memoranda detailing the status of discussions

'

relating to the Monroe County plan. In response, we were
provided with (1) an April 20, 1983 internal FEMA memorandum
with attachments, (2) a letter of_ March 18, 1983 with
attachments from Jon Eckert, Monroe County Civil
Preparedness Coordinator to Arden T. Westover, Chairman,
Monroe County Board of Commissioners, and (3) a letter of ;

April 8, 1983 from Lt. James M. Tyler, Michigan State j
Police, to Mr. Westover. See attachments'to letter from' '

applicants' counsel to Appeal Board (buur _ 5, 1983) . T.hese j

documents indicate the action that has been taken in !

response to our referral of the County's petition to the !
Director. 1

1

I

!

l
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Electric Co. (Rs. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station, Unit No.

1), ALAB-727, 17 NRC _ (May 2, 1983). It is useful to set

forth an abbreviated discussion of that here (id. at __
(slip opinion at 3-5) (footnotes omitted in part)):

Under Commission regulations, no operating license for
a nuclear power reactor can issue unless the NRC finds
that there is reasonable assurance that adequate
protective measures both on and off the facility site
can and will be taken in the event of a radiological
emergency. 10 CFR 50. 47 (a) (1) . With regard to the
adequacy of offsite emergency measures, the NRC must
" base its finding on a review of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) findings and determinations _as
to whether State and local emergency plans are adequate

and whether there is reasonable.assuragpe that they can
be implemented." 10 CFR 50. 4 7 (a) (2) .---

3/ Section 50.47 (a) (2) reads in-full as follows:
--

(2) The NRC will base its finding on a
review of the Federal' Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) findings and determinations as
to whether State and local emergency plans
are adequate and whether there is reasonable
assurance that they can be implemented, and
on the NRC assessment as to whether the
applicant's onsite emergency plans are
adequate and whether there is reasonable
assurance that they can be implemented. A
FEMA finding will primarily be based on a
review of the plans. Any other information
already available to FEMA may be considered-
in assessing whether there is reasonable
assurance that the plans can be_ implemented.
In any NRC licensing proceeding, a FEMA
finding will constitute a rebuttable
presumption on questions of adequacy and
implementation capability. Emergency
preparedness exercises (required by paragraph
(b) (14) of this section and Appendix E,-
Section F of this part) are part of the
operational inspection process and are not
required for any initial licensing decision.

Central to the development of offsite emergency
response plans is the concept of emergency planning
sones (EPZ). The regulatory scheme contemplates the
establishment, for planning purposes, of two such'
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zones: a plume exposure pathway (plume) EPZ, a more or
less circular area extending approximately ten miles
from the plant, and an ingestion exposure pathway
(ingestion) EPZ, a similarly. shaped area with a fifty
mile radius. The plume EPZ is concerned principally
with the avoidance in the event of a nuclear facility.
accident of possible (1) whole' body external exposure
to gamma radiation from the plume and from deposited
materials and (2) . inhalation exposure from the passing
radioactive plume. The duration of those exposures.
could vary in length from hours to days. The ingestion
EPZ is established.primarily for the purpose of
avoiding exposures traceable to contaminated water or
foods (such as milk or fresh vegetables) , a potential
exposure source that could vary in duration from hours
to months.

III.

ANALYSIS

A. Lack of a Final Plan
_

CEE's central argument is'that the Monroe County

emergency plan is not yet complete; that, in fact,-the

Monroe County Board of Commissioners thinks the existing

plan cannot be implemented; and that it is violative of

CEE's procedural rights to a fair hearing for the Licensing

Board to litigate and decide emergency planning issues at

such a preliminary stage.

CEE's argument is not persuasive. In ALAB-707, supra,

we ruled that Monroe County did not have good cause to defer

questioning the completeness or adequacy of the County

emergency plan until the evidentiary hearings were over. We

reasoned that the matters bearing on the plan's inadequacy

and incompleteness that the county sought to raise -- e.g.,

the condition of the roads in the vicinity of the Fermi 2

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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plant, the effect of winter weather, the number of buses

available for transportation, the availability of emergency
workers and the adequacy of their training -- were well

within the understanding of a local governmental body. They

could have, and should have, been raised earlier. ALAB-707,

supra, 16 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 7) . Consequently,

after consideration of the other factors bearing upon late

intervention, we denied the County's petition.6 Our

opinion also noted that we

would not allow a party to the proceeding to press
a newly recognized contention after the
evidentiary hearing.was concluded unless the party
could satisfy an objective test of good cause.
Among other things, our' standard requires that the-
party seeking to reopen must show that the issue
it now seeks to raise could not have been raised
earlier. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp.
(Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station), ALAB-138,
6 AEC 520, 523 (1973).

Id. at __ 6-7) .9 sis in original;(emph footnote omitted) (slip
opinion at

.

As indicated above, we submitted Monroe County's
petition and its underlying documentation to the Director of
NRR to treat as a 10 CFR S 2.206 petition. It is now under
active consideration. See p. 6 and n.5, supra.

In order to justify. reopening a proceeding, a party must
show that the matter it wishes to have considered is

(1) timely presented,- (2) addressed to a
significant issue, and (3) . susceptible of altering
the result previously reached. See Pacific Gas
and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power

~

Plant, Units 1 and 2), CLI-81-5, 13 NRC 361,
364-65 (1981); Kansas Gas and Electric Co. (Wolf . |
Creek Generating Station, Unit No. 1), ALAB-462, 7
NRC 320, 338 (1978).

. .. . _ _ - _ . . . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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CEE here stands in- no better position than Monroe
,

County did in its' earlier appeal. CEE was in-as. good a

position as Monroe County to question the completeness and

adequacy of the County emergency plan, yet did not do so

until the evidentiary hearings were long over. One of CEE's

members, its principal witness on emergency planning and an

active participant in the proceeding since the December 1978-

prehearing conference, was Frank Kuron -- himself a member

of the Monroe County Board of Commissioners since January-

1981. See Tr. 6-14, 28, 501-03. In view of the limited

nature of CEE's organization, we think it fair to impute 10:.
'

Kuron's knowledge to CEE. Even if we did'not, it is

plain that the kinds of emergency preparedness failings CEE

advances do not constitute,"new" information.'that would
.

'

excuse intervenor's delay in not raising the issue

earlier.9 There is no allegation that the number of
a

emergency workers or buses available to the county has just

i

.

ALAB-707, supra, 16 NRC at __ n.4 (slip opinion at 7 n. 4)' .
O
CEE is an unincorporated association.- Its members do

not pay dues,-do not hold formal meetings, and are scattered
throughout Michigan. It is unclear whether the' organization-
operates under any charter or bylaws; CEE has~onlyTone-

..

officer, the position of Director, which stood'emptyLat the
time of the' December 1978 prehearing conference.. Tr. 29,
-35-37;-CEE Petition (Oct. 9, 1978); CEE Amended' Petition
(Dec. 4, 1978).

9 See n.7, supra.
,

.

. _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
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decreased, or that the roads to be used in an evacuation

have suddenly fallen into irraparable disrepair. Nor is

there a showing that Monroe County has. abandoned its-efforts

to assist in emergency planning. CEE does not offer us new

facts; rather, its argument for a reopened hearing relies
_

upon the County's reevaluation of already existing

circumstances. This showing does not assist CEE any more

than it satisfied Monroe County's burden on the appeal that-

was before us earlier. See pp. 9-10, supra. There is no

substantial reason why the asserted significance of the

basic facts long available to both Monroe County and CEE

should not have been appreciated earlier and' raised in a

timely fashion.

Nor does the lack of completeness of the Monroe County

plan, standing alone, preclude issuance of a full power

operating license. We recently canvassed that issue in

Southern California Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclesr

Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-717, 17 NRC __

(Mar. 4, 1983) and in Zimmer, supra. Those cr.ses explained

"that the Commission expects licensing decisions on

emergency preparedness to be made on the basis of the best

available current information." San Onofre, supra, 17 NRC

a t __ (slip opinion at 66). But that general principle
,

does not mandate either a final local government emergency.

plan or a final evaluation of offsite preparedness by FEMA,

the agency that has the principal responsibility.to conduct
,

_.
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such an evaluation. The regulatorf scheme set forth by the

Commission, we ruled, contemplates that " hearings may

properly be held (and a decision on a full power operating

license reached] at4such time as the. plans are sufficiently

developed to support a conclusion that the state of

emergency preparedness provides reasonable assurance that

adequate protective measures can and will be taken . in. .

the event of a radiological emergency." Zimmer, supra, 17

NRC at __ (slip opinion at 26). While we could not draw a

bright line respecting how much plan development would be

enough for that purpose, it is plain from the Commission's

regulatory requirements that offsite plans need not be

complete, nor finally evaluated by FEMA prior to conclusion

of the adjudicatory process. San onofre, supra, 17 NRC at

__ & n.57 (slip opinion at 65-66 & n.57); Zimmer, supra, 17

NRC at __ (slip opinion at 25). See 47 Fed. Reg. 30232

(July 13, 1982) , petition for review pending sub nom. Union

of Concerned Scientists v. NRC, No. 82-2053 (D.C. Cir. filed

September 10, 1982); 45 Fed. Reg. 82713 (Dec. 16, 1980).

See also 10 CFR S 50.47 (c) (1) .

Here, Monroe County's emergency plan, while not final,

has already been the subject of the emergency preparedness

exercise that the Commission regulations provide need not be

conducted prior to an operating license decision by the
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adjudicatory boards.10 The Monroe County plan has also

been the subject of a so-called " final FEMA finding."11

It is apparent that CEE's bare bones claim that the

Licensing Board erred by. issuing a decision favorable to the

applicants in the absence of a final Monroe County plan must

be rejected.

Lastly, CEE argues that it is violative of intervenor's

procedural rights to a fair hearing for the Licensing Board

to litigate and decide emergency planning issues in the

absence of a final plan. In San Onofre, supra, we cautioned

that there are procedural as well as substantive limits to

deferring emergency planning issues until after'the close of

the evidentiary hearing. We explained:
,

Procedurally, the limits are established-by-
- Section 189 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended,

42 U.S.C. S 2239, which entitles interested
persons to an adjudicatory hearino on the issuance
of a construction permit or operating license.
This means that an intervenor must have the
opportunity to litigate the substantive question
whether there is reasonable assurance that

10 Emergency preparedness exercises are not required.for.a
nuclear power plant operating license decision, but must be
completed prior to operation above 5% of rated power. 47
Fed., Reg. 30232, supra. The emergency preparedness exercise
at Fermi 2, was conducted _on February-1 and 2, 1982 --
before the initial decision. ,

11 FEMA's report was the subject of a May 19, 1982 Board
Notification that was served upon the intervenor. .-See Board
Notification BN-82-50, Enclosure 1. As noted supra n.5,
FEMA is again evaluating Monroe County's emergency
preparedness.

1

1
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adequate protective measures can and will be.taken
in the event of a radiological emergency.

17 NRC at __ n.57 (slip opinion at 66 n.57). That limit was

not breached here. Not only had the-Monroe County plan been

drafted, it had already been the subject of an extensive

emergency planning exercise before the hearing was held in

this case. And as explained below (see pp. 17-18, infra),

CEE raised no objection to the Licensing Board's going

forward with the hearing when it did. Plainly, intervenor

had an opportunity (which it forsook) to contest whether

Monroe County's draft emergency plan could be implemented.

To the extent that CEE is claiming that it could not

fairly be. required to formulate an emergency planning

contention in 1978 at the very outset of the Fermi 2

proceeding prior to development of the County plan, its

argument runs afoul of our decision in Duke Power Co.

(Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2) , ALAB-687, 16 NRC

(Aug. 19, 1982). There we explained that
__

in order to put forth a specific contention
respecting, for example, the adequacy of an
environmental impact statement or an emergency-
plan, one must have had the' opportunity to examine
the statement or plan.- Indeed, without that
opportunity, it is not possible'for a petitioner
even to determine whether there is warrant for a
contention on the subject -- i.e., whether the
impact statement or emergency plan is open to a.
claim of insufficiency on some colorable ground.

'

Id. at __ (emphasis in original) (slip opinion at 13-14) .

Fo,r that reason we held that a late-filed contention would
always be admissible where."the nonexistence or public

;
~
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unavailability of relevant documents made it impossible for

a sufficiently specific contention to have been asserted at

an earlier date." Id. at __ (slip opinion at 17) . The

difficulty with this leg of CEE's argument then, is that.its

argument is based on an erroneous premise. As our Catawba

decision indicates, CEE was not obligated to file a detailed

contention asserting the L' adequacy of the Monroe County

emergency plan in 1978 before the plan was formulated. CEE

was obliged, however, to file such a contention surely no
.

later than February 1982, when a draft of that plan did;

exist and a full-scale exercise was held to test the Fermi 2

emergency plans. As the Licensing Board said of Monroe

County in words equally applicable to CEE:

By February of 1982, when the full-scale exercise
was carried out, the County was-aware not only of
what its emergency plan contained, but was aware
of how the plan fared in the exercise. The County
must have been aware, at this point at the very
latest, of the issues posed by emergency planning
and response for Fermi 2. February 2-3, the days
of the exercise and its critique, were still eight
weeks before the beginning of the evidentiary
hearing. It is impossible.to believe that the
County did not possess sufficient knowledge to
intervene at that time.

,

LBP-82-96, supra, 16 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 43)

(emphasis in original) .

B. Contention 8

CEE argues that the Licensing Board erred in striking

that part of its original contention 8 that challenged the

adequacy of the emergency plans then under developmen'.t
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That struck sentence reads: " Emergency plans and procedures

have not been adequately developed or entirely conceived

with respect to an accident which could require Lamediate

evacuations of entire towns within a 100-mile radius of the
.

_ Fermi 2 plant, including Detroit.' See pp. 2-3, supra. It

is CEE's position that the issue raised by that contention

should be litigated at such time as Monroe County adopts a

final emergency plan.

The factual background bearing on this claim has been

set out in Part I of this opinion. See pp. 2-5, supra. To

the extent that the issue is viewed as anything more than a

variant of the " final plan" argument just disposed of,' we

find that it has been waived. Further, the discussion among

counsel and the Licensing Board at the July 1981 preheuring

conference is open to no interpretation other than waiver.

Repeatedly, CEE's counsel explained that intervenor had

limited resources, that it would use those resources to

litigate a few narrow areas, and that CEE's more general

emergency planning concerns would be pressed in other fora.
,

See pp. 4-5, supra. It is wholly inconsistent with the

tenor of that discussion to claim that intervenor intended

to preserve for~ appellate review a Licensing Board ruling

rendered two and one-half years earlier that had struck a

.
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broadly generalized claim of inadequate emergency

planning.

C. Evacuation of Stony Point.

The final question before us is one of substantial

evidence -- whether the record supports the Licensing

Board's finding that Pointe Aux Peaux Road is a feasible

evacuation route for residents of the Stony Point area. The

Licensing Board concluded that even in the " worst case" --

where all Fermi 2 workers and all residents of Stony Point

arrived simultaneously at the intersection of Pointe Aux

Peaux Road ~and the main evacuation route, North Dixie

Highway -- evacuation of Stony' Point was possible within two

and one-half hours. LBP-82-96, supra, 16 NRC at _;. (slip

opinion at 29-30). CEE challenges the Board's finding based

on what it claims is the Board's erroneous reliance on the

draft Monroe County emergency plan, and its failure to'take

into account the effects of essentially four factors:

12 We should also add that the struck portion of-CEE's
original contention 8 had no basis in either then-effecti've
or proposed emergency planning regulations. And under the
Commission's present emergency planning scheme adopted in
1980, emergency evacuation plans must be developed only for
the plume exposure pathway EPZ, an area. covering typically
10 miles around a nuclear facility, not the 100-mile radius
that CEE's original contention sought to put in. issue. See
10 CFR S 50. 4 7 (b) (10) , (c) (2) ; 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, S
I n.2. See generally NUREG-0396, " Planning Basis for the
Development of State and Local Government Radiological
Response Plans in Support of Light Water Nuclear Power
Plants" (December-1978).

.

4

4
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(1) accidents, (2) weather, (3) the time needed for

residents who work outside the Stony Point area to return

home to collect their families, and (4) the time needed for

buses to enter Stony Point to provide transportation for the"

handicapped and others without access to vehicles.13 CEE

presented no witnesses of its own on these issues.

On appellate review, we give a licensing board's

factual findings the deference that their probative force

intrinsically commands. Northern Indiana Public Service Co.

(Bailly Generating Station, Nuclear 1) , ALAB-303, 2 NRC 858,

867 (1975). Stony Point lies approximately one mile south

of the reactor. Some 1400 people live in the community.

LBP-82-96, supra, 16 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 25) . In

order for the residents to evacuate that area they must

CEE does not question the Board's determination that
the two and one half-hour upper limit on evacuation time is
reasonable. Indeed, the Commission's emergency planning
regulations do not specify the time within which the plume
EPZ must be evacuated in the event of a nuclear emergency.
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E, S IV, requires only that
applicants provide

an analysis of the time required to evacuate and
for taking other protective actions for various
sectors and distances within the plume exposure
pathway EPZ for transient and permanent
populations.

See also NUREG-0654, " Criteria for Preparation and
Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and
Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants," Rev. 1
(November 1980) , at 61 and Appendix 4. See generally
Zimmer, supra, 17 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 15-17).
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drive approximately 3/4 of a mile to Pointe Aux Peaux Road,

then take that road two and one-half miles to its

intersection with North Dixie Highway, the main evacuation.

route. Kantor, fol. Tr. 533, at 2; Madsen, fol. Tr. 406,'

Figs. 1, 4. The Pointe Aux Peaux Road extends a short

distance, about 1/4 mile, toward the reactor during its two

and one-half mile course. Tr. 559. The Lit >ing Board set

the context for the issue now before us:

There was no dispute as to whether (the two lane)
Pointe Aux Peaux Road lies close to the reactor --
it clearly does -- or whether it is the sole
evacuation route from Stony Point -- it clearly is
-- or whether in using the Road the residents of.
Stony Point would be forced to move toward the
reactor before moving away from the reactor --
they clearly would. The sole issue was whether,
given these facts, the road is a feasible
evacuation route.

LBP-82-96, supra 16 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 24). As

noted earlier, the Board examined that issue in factual

findings that cover some 12 pages. Id. at __ (slip opinion

at 24-37) . The findings are amply supported by the evidence

and we need go over them only in brief. outline. In essence,

the Board found that the testimony presented by the

applicants and staff established that vehicles departing

Stony Point during an evacuation can be accommodated by
,

Pointe Aux Peaux Road. The fact that residents must travel

toward Fermi 2 for a short distance does not impair the

.

O

m _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._.m.- -_
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feasibility of that road as an evacuation route. Id. at __
(slip opinion at 36-37).14

CEE's quarrel with those findings is wide of the mark.

CEE objects to the witnesses' reliance on the Monroe County

emergency plan for the propositions that a policeman would

be available for traffic control and that an accident on the
road could be cleared without undue delay. See CEE Brief

(Feb. 9, 1983) at 6-7. The availability of a police officer

or two to direct traffic and of a tow truck or wrecker to
clear an accident are permissible inferences for the Board

to draw, especially given Monroe County's willingness to

work with other. government agencies to assure a workable

emergency evacuation plan. See note 5, supra.

Nor are CEE's other criticisms of the Board's
factfinding well-founded. CEE claims the evacuation time

estimates fail to comprehend the time necessary for persons

14 Evelyn F. Madsen, an environmental engineer with
Detroit Edison Company, testified for the applicants. She
was accompanied by Herbert Eugene Hungerford, Professor of
Nuclear Engineering at Purdue University; Andrew C. Kanen, a
Vice President of the consulting firm PRC Voorhees; and
Roger A Nelson, a professional meteorologist. See
generally, fol. Tr. 406.

The staff's testimony on Contention 8 was presented by Rick
J. Anthony, an emergency management specialist'with the
Federal Emergency Management Agency; Thomas Urbanik, II, a
transportation engineer with Texas Transportation Institute
at Texas A&M University; and Falk Kantor, an Emergency
Preparedness Analyst with the NRC Office of Inspection and
Enforcement. See generally, fol. Tr. 533.

:
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working outside the Stony Point area to return home t'o

collect their families. We disagree. On cross-examination

by the staff, applicants' witness Kanen stated explicitly

that allowance was made in the time estimates for this

purpose. Tr. 439-40.15

CEE asserts that none of the witnesses estimated

possible delays due to reduced visibility and the increased
likelihood of accidents in heavy rain, snow, or fog. CEE

Brief at 8. The Board found, as the applicants' witnesses

testified, that during " adverse" weather (i.e. , snow or icy

road conditions), there would be an increase in the level of
P

congestion at certain intersections along Pointe Aux Peaux

Road and along its principal " feeder" street, Dewey Drive.

At a maximum, however, the increase in travel time to exit

from Stony Point would be only five to seven minutes,

depending on whether the evacuation took place during the

week or on a weekend. 16 NRC at __ (slip opinion at 26-27) ;

Madsen, fol. Tr. 406, at 6-8 and Table 2.

5 Ap'plicants estimated that about 30 percent of the
residents of Stony Point work outside Monroe County. Tr.
420. Mr. Kanen assumed the nuclear. emergency would occur on
a weekday and that families would attempt to find one
another before evacuations. Tr. 439. Mr. Kanen testified
that, by comparison, the shorter evacuation time estimate
calculated for Sundays is a result of not allowing time for
workers to return to their homes. Tr. 440.

2
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The staff distinguished between " adverse" (rain or

light snow) and " severe" (heavy snow) weather. Adverse

weather would increase the time needed to evacuate Stony

Point by 20 percent; severe weather would increase that by

the time it takes to clear the road. Urbanik, fol. Tr. 533

at 3-4. While the staff did not estimate the time it would

take to clear Pointe Aux Peaux Road of snow, it is apparent

that that area experiences and has handled heavy snowfalls.

The staff witness, Mr. Kantor, noted that the roads were

well maintained and open in February 1982 -- at the time of

the emergency preparedness exercise, when 20 inches of snow

fell over a four-day period. Tr. 569.

CEE's final argument is that Pointe Aux Peaux Road is

not a feasible escape route for Stony Point because the

residents must travel in the direction of the Fermi plant in.

order to evacuate. CEE Brief at 8. It is undisputed that

use of Pointe Aux Peaux Road to evacuate Stony Point entails

traveling toward the reactor. At its closest point, the

road is 0.9 miles from the reactor. According to the staff,

"

Stony Point evacuees would spend between six and ten minutes

driving toward the reactor. LBP-82-96, supra, 16 NRC at __,

(slip opinion at 32, 35); Tr. 563. Staff witness Kantor
__

admitted, under certain conditions, that the evacuees might

receive a slight increase in dose as they traveled along
i

Pointe Aux Peaux Road towards the reactor, but testified
!

that the incremental increase would be insignificant, even

;
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as to that small segment of the road that bends toward the

reactor over its 2.5-mile course. Tr. 548, 559, 567-68,

569-70. The phenomenon of driving toward the reactor before

driving away from it, the staff testified, was "not a

limiting factor [for emergency planning purposes] and

probably not unique in the ten-mile emergency (planning]

zone." Tr. 548. See also Kantor, fol. Tr. 533, at 4-5.

The Board found this " accurate and convincing" and concluded

that the need to drive toward the reactor did not render
'

Pointe Aux Peaux road infeasible as an evacuation route.

LBP-82-96, supra, 16 NRC at __, (slip opinion at 33) .16

16 As CEE points out (Brief at 8), nearly a decade ago we
had' occasion to question the workability of an emergency
plan that provided for public evacuation in the direction of
a nuclear reactor. Southern California Edison Co. (San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-248,
8 AEC 957, 962-63 (1974). In San Onofre, we assumed that
evacuees would reject travelling towards a reactor during
evacuation; that for purely psychological reasons they
simply would not utilize an evacuation route involving
travel towards the reactor. On this record, however, there
is nothing to indicate that residents of Stony Point, aware
they would have to travel towards the Fermi reactor for a
short period of time, would not evacuate using' Pointe Aux
Peaux Road. (CEE's intervenor, Mr. Kuron, presented 'no
testimony to that effect). Pointe Aux Peaux' road is.the
regularly used entrance and exit road for Stony Point
residents; applicants . selected it as the appropriate
evacuation route because it is the " natural" route residents
would ordinarily select in leaving the area. See Madsen,
fol. Tr. 406, at 3-4 and Fig. 6. This is in direct contrast
to the partially abandoned route looked upon with' doubt in-

San Onofre. 8 AEC at 963. Moreover, in Fermi we are
looking primarily at evacuation of a stable residential
population, rather than a predominately transient beach and
park population as was involved in San onofre. See ibid.
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Substantial evidence in the record, just outlined, supports

the Board's conclusion. In accordance with our_ customary

practice we have also reviewed those portions of the initial

decision and underlying record that are not encompassed by

the appeal, and find no error that warrants corrective

action.

.

For the foregoing reasons, the Licensing Board's

October 29, 1982 initial decision authorizing the issuance

of a full power operating license for Fermi 2 is affirmed.

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

b @n h
C. Jefn Shdemaker
Secretary to the
Appeal Board '
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In the Matter of: .
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'

DE DETBOIT EDISCN CCt9ANY, et al. . Dxket No. 50-341
,

*

.
'

;. (Enrico Fermi Atcmic Power Plant
Unit 2) .;.
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.

I INIERVDOR CEE'S PEI'ITICN FOR REVID4 i
,

t t.

i
.

Citizens For Employment and Erergy (CEE), the Intervenors, herebf i..

, I )
I

reauest that the Ccmission review and reverse the decision of the Appeal

Board of June 2,1983 pursuant to 10 TR 2.786. i
. ,

t ,

: !
'

.

! #

! I. SLMRRY CF APPEAL BOARD DECISICN .

I
-

-

8

!
On June 2,1983, the Atcmic Safety and Licensing Board affirmed the .

l
October 29, 1982 decision of the Licensing Board which authorized the

-

-

issuance of a full pc u r license. 'Ibe Appeal Board considered all three ,

i

issues raised b the Intervenor/ Petitioner Citizens For Dnployment and !
f.

|
Energy (CEE) and rejected all three arguments. The first issue was Monroe g'

County's lack of Radiological Dnerc)ency Response Plan. 'Ihat issue was
r

! pgesented to the Appeal Board both through the County's earlier argeal of a .

denial by the Licensing Board of a late Petition to Intervene, which the
'

, ,

I A; seal Board referred to the Director of Nuclear Reactor Begulation to treat,

I
,

*

I as a petition under 10 CFR 2.206 (ALAB 707, 16 NBC _ , Dec. 21,1982) , and
.

through memoranda which were supplied to the Agxtal Board at their IW j ;
g

:
c

j during oral argunent (AIAB 730, June 2,1983, slip opinion p.7, fn. 5) . 'Ibe : |
'

!I
>

i
p Appeal Board decided that Fbnroe County need not have a RERP before the

i

p
t

3
issuance of an operatirg license. Slip Opinion, 2-17. .

p 1

4 1,

!i
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The second issue was whether CEE had waived its right to litigate the
.

issue of e mrgency planning before the Licensing Board.
* *

[ That issue was raised before the Licensing
.

Board with CEE's initial Contention 8 wliich the Licensing Board dismissed in
.. .
'

part on January 2,1979,12P 79-1, 9 NRC 73, 80-81 (1979) , and also in-

-
..

CEE's !btion To Pecpen the Record before the Licensing Board which was filed'

-..

! '
i on September 4,1982, in restonse to the County's Petition to Inte2Vene and I1.-

i.
.

.
'' ' i' was denied in the Initial Decision, I2P 8 2-96, 16 NFC _ , October 29, 1982.

The Appeal Board held that CEE should have raised the issue of defects in i- -

.I |-

!' the County plan sooner. Slip Opinion, pp. 2-17. |*

'Ihe final issue involved the rarainire sentence of Contention 8, whether 'i
i

'
,| a subdivision close to the plant could be evacuated in an mergency. That* ,

i
I r*

i issue was litigated at the adjudicatory hearing before the Licensing Board !
-

,

!!
!! and raised before the Appeal Board on the record. The Appeal Board held that -

s

the Licensing Bcard's findings regarding Stony Point were not in error.

Slip Opinion, 18-25. g;

i

I '

II. 'n{E DECISION CF 'nIE APPEAL BOAFD 10S ERRONECUS j,,
1

|
A. Lack of a County Energency Plan |.,,

I
1 '

l|
It is clear that ibnroe County &es not have an RERP and will not

i
1

[ imolment tha draft versicn which has been develoted. The County's Petition
r

-

.

'

to Intervene, filed August.27, 1981, the traterials submitted to the NRRj-.

:.- ., *

*i under 10 CFR 2.206, and the rnemoranda subnitted to the Apscal Board after !q
11 i

N oral argument all reflect that fenroe County is of the opinion that it cannot|
!

N@ and will rot implarent the draft version of emergency plan. The letter of !~

t- .

!$ arch 18, 1983, frcm John Eckert, the Director of the County Office of Civil $
l'
:| Preparedness, to Mr. Westover, Chainran of the County Board of Ccrimissioners,
. 3 e

!l' '

l
...

' *
.
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states that'only after the Sta.ta of. Michigan egrees to changes ~in its.

''" Basic Plan"Lwill the County rewrite all of the local annexes-to the plan. -
.

The State has refused to make those changes in a-. letter of April 8,1983, frm;
n :
'

. State Police Lt. James M. Tyler to Mr..Westover. '

'

'Ibe Ccrnmission thus has before it a unique case where prior to the
,

:. .

issuance of a license it is unquestionably aware that the local body of--
,

. ' .'
government will not implerent an emergency evacuation plan. 'Ihe criteria -.

|| i*

I of 10 CFR 50.47 clearly canrot be met with regard.to this plant, and the: i:-

,. s
i decision of the Appeal Board to the contrary is erroneous. . Ihe kgeal Board .

'

apparently hopes that.the:stalerate will be resolved in time for the license, ;;-
.

. ,,

I i
.

'

I but ccrpletely ignores the lack of a local plan and relegates the heart of

the issue to 'a fcotnote, p. 7 fn. 5..Cperating licenses cannot be granted .j
t-

j| on hopes alone, hcwever well-intentioned. '
,

< l, .
.;

'

B. CEE Did Raise the Issue.of Emergency Plannhg In :

A Tinely Fashion. *

In its Mended Petition to Intervene of Decenter 4,1978, at p. 4, CEE's
:

Contention 8 raised the' broad issue of emergency planning. 'Ihe Contention ' l
l'

read as follows: i
I

'!
3

C. Emergency plans and procedures have not been adequately I

: 'developed or entirely conceived with respect to an accident
which could require inmeiliate evacuations of entire towns

|
within a 100-mile radius 'of the Femi 2 plant, including

. ,

t Detroit. In particular, CEE is concerned over whether .

-

there is a feasible escape route for the residents'of the ?i.

Stoney Pointe area which is adjacent to the Fermi 2 site. . ', :'

*

The only road leading to and frcm the area, Pointe Aux d.
Peaux. lies very close to the reacter site. In case of ei

an accident the residents would have to travel towards i
the accident before they could move aware frm it. ;

1 1
i

;

ei .i

'l , ;

I ;
' j .).

T|.

. . . . ..
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On January 2,1979 ths Licensing Board struck all of Contention 8,

9 except the portion related to Stoney Point, because it was "too broadly
b
' written and rot sup;crted by any information which would warrant a conclusion

l'
i that such plans are necessary". 9 NTC 73, 80-81 (1979) .

[ In a prehearing conference over two years later, in July, 1981, CEE's
;

,,
prior attorney said in a discussion of Contention 8 (Tr. 208):-

li
o

Speaking on behalf of the Interveno'r, the
,

contention that was subnitted is very specific.-

. . . We have major reservations about the'

!(-
*

Apolicant's emeraency evacuation plans. We
' can deal with that in other foruns. We are !

inot going to try to expand our contentions.-

(Emphases added) . -
-

:-
l'
s-

Both the Licensing Board and the Appeal Board interpreted this ambigtous !
;'

.

I remark to be an irrevccable waiver of CEE's right to ever litigate encrrjency ,
.

!

, : planning. That interpretation does not withstand scrutiny for tw> reasons.
I i'
' '-First of all, the remark was at best ambiguous and could as well be read to

rean that CEE would appeal the January 2,1979 decision. Ccrmission rules'

do rot permit interlocutory appeals, so CEE had no choice but to await the jj
i

Initial Decision before aprealing the strikire of Contention 8. The lapse i
'

[ of tune was to fault of CEE's. Secondly, the remark preceded the release f
.

; of the draft plan by at least four nonths. Nhile the contention may have
-

I. been subject to striking in part for lack of specificity, the first part of
.,

. -) the contention was correct and should have been admitted, narely that there
"

i .

| was no emergency plan. Ironically, that is still true. The findings of'the i
! i

Licensing Board and the Appeal Board to the contrary are ridiculously :

erroneous.

|8| The Appeal Board also that found that CEE's Fotion to Peopen of i4.
,

. .I Septmber 4,1982, was untinely. The Board found that CEE was inexcusably
.

'

il i

d late because, as a party, it could have forned contentions on emergency |i
; i,

!, !
.

.I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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planning between the release of the plan in November,1981, and the.

,

,

adjudicatory hearing in March, 1982. That view of the facts ignores that the

basis for the fbtion to Peopen was the new and significant informtion that'

:

i the County could not implement the draft plan. The Appeal Board found that
..
E the County was inexcusably late in denying its apoeal on the Petition to
e

.. Intervene , AIAB 707, suora, and that CEE could also he charged with the-

I:
County's lateness. Hcuever, the County's Petition-to Intervene reflects

,

!

| that its decision that it could not implsnent. the plan was based on the !'

,

County's particular knowledge of its cwn resources and capabilities,
,

i

scrrething which is not evident frcm a review of the plan itself but mly j-

|*

through the County's self-assessment. CEE should not be charged with the '|
!'

County's lateness in reaching that conclusion. The fact that one CEE nember, f
;

. IrankKuron,becameaCountyCarmissionerduringthependencyoftheLicensink
:

Board proceedings < should not charge CEE's with the County's lateness. It
,

\ |

reakes no nere sense to assure that a steelworker vio is a member of a part
'

tine, small, rural county Board oversees the day to day operations of

county departaents than to assume that every member of Congress pays !
I
i

attention to or understands the day to day cgerations of the NPC. 'Ibe j
i

County's late conclusion that it could and would not irplement the draft {
i

plan was new and significant infornation which should have resulted in f

|
granting CES's tbtion to Reopen.

| Furthexqore, the effect of the decision is to unfairly preclude
'

,

:'
I

! litigation of offsite energency planning in the adjudicatory hearing process
t .

sinply because the plans are late in developing. Congress did rot intend ;

!

to limit the right of the public to litigate he.alth and safety issues under j
i

the Atanic Energy Act. The Act unequivocally requires that in any proceeding ;
2

|

i -

) .

f*
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.

for tM issuance of a license, the Catmission nust grant a hearing to any
,

party whose interest ray be affected by the proceeding. 42 U.S. 2239 (a) .
,

Under long-established Cannission practice, those hearings must be fonnal

adjudications in confonrance with the ;&tinistrative Procedure Act. Siegel v.-

Atanic Enercy Ccrmission, 400 F.2d 778, 784 (D.C. Cir. ,1968) . .%e scoce
~

of the hearing can i:e avoided only where "there are no raterial facts in

dispute". Public Service Ccncany of New Hamoshilu v. FERC, 600 F.2d 944, ,

l'
p: 955 (D.C. Cir. ,1979) . We sufficiency of offsite crergency planning is :

,
-

- s

I 1j highly relevant to the deternination which nust be made before a license can .'
,, ^

|.

i issue that such a license will not be inimical to the public health and

safety. 42 U.S.C. 2113(d) . The evaluation of off-site plans involves ;

i .

L raterial factual issues which intervercrs are entitled to dispute under .

p ;- -

! the Acininistrative Procedure Act. Berefore, to withdraw off-site planning }
'

,
,

frcrn licensing adjtriications and allcw their resolution by the Staff, as
, ,

'

ji this decision permits, would constitute a blatant violation of Section'189a
||

||
and the Ad tinistrative Procedure Act, and would deny CEE due process in the

.

litgation of license conditions. Moreover, licensing boards may not delegate '
I i

j contested ratters to the Staff for posthearing resolution. See Public ,

1t 4

h Service Camany of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear Cenerating Station, Unit . '. | |.

'

!

f
;'

No.1), ALAB-461, 7 NBC 313, 318 (1978) ; Metrocolitan Edision Co. (2ree'

l' .

II 3111e Island Units 1 and 2), GP-81-59,14 NBC 1211 (1981)'. % e decision
4 *

.

E in effect allcws a full pcwer license to te issued by the Staff, in violaticn |.
p : ,

. .
p'

i
!,'

of the Ccrrnission's requirement tt.atdicensing boards 1

! ;,

d ; !

1 resolve (contested licensing issues] openly I i

and on the record after giving the parties | j

j. . . an opcortunity to ecument or otherwise a

i be hard. | ;

: i
? I*

s ,

e

|| I \

a :

I: |c ,

!

|
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Cleveland Electric Illtrr.inating Co. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and

2), ALAB-290, 2 N?C 730, 736-7 (1976) ..

,

CEE therefore respectfully requests that the Ccmnission grantits, Petition-

for Paview, review the decisions of the Appeal Board and Licensing Board, and
:, .

rarand the case to the Licensing Board for an adjudicatory hearing on the.

' "

adequacy of Monroe County's erergency plan at such tire as the plan is.

n g
-

!! approved and susceptible to the fomulaticn of scecific contentions. t.-

I r- s

-|
i .

| Pesp3ctfully subnitted,
.. ,

I
'

I M /s e
i

:| /JCHN R. MDOCK (P246}6) ;.

'i 1500 Buhl Building

|
Detroit, Michigan 48226 |

313/963-1700 f*

I i

i

Dated: June 22, 1983

.
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) I hereby certify that copies of CEE's Petition for Paview in the above |
i., captioined proceeding have been served on the follcwing by deposit in the.

., United States rail, first class, this 22d day of June,1983:
,

|-

'
.

h Paul Braunlich, Esq. Harry Voight, Esq.
j 10 East First St. IaBoeuf, Lamb, Iciby, & 1tRae

,

h Mcnroe, MI 48161 1333 New HanxMre Ave. '

| Washingtcn, CC 20555
. |

Docketing and Service Scction ;

Office of the Secretary Colleen Nccdhead~

3 ,

j U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccnmission Office of the Executive Ingal Director :
'1 Washington, CC 20555 U.S. Nuclear Pegulatory Camission -!-

Washingten, DC 20555'

l Peter Marcuardt, Esq.
j Detroit Edison Co. |

'|
2000 Second Ave.

'

. Detroit, MI 48226 ,

i..t .
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-

.
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1
-
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I UNITED STATES OF AMERICA /U N' 'C%g)'o

=d., > u1
biNUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

h). |
OBEFORE THE COMMISSION

'

'

?..\u
In the Matter of - |

DETROIT EDISON COMPANY Docket No. 50-341
|

(Enrico Fenni Atomic Power Plant,
Unit 2)

.

NRC STAFF DESPONSE IN OPPOSITION
TO THE PETITION FOR REVIEW BY

CITIZENS FOR EMPLOYMENT AND ENERGY

I. INTRODUCTION

. On June 22, 1983 the Intervenor in this operating license
i
'

proceeding, Citizens for Employment and Energy (CEE), timely filed a'

petition for Comission review of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal

Board (Appeal Board) decision (ALAB-730) issued June 2, 1983,M which

affirmed the Initial Decision of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

(LicensingBoard). LBP-82-96, 16 NRC , October 29, 1982.

Because CEE-fails to raise an important' matter of law or policy

or tu demonstrate that the Appeal Board resolved factual issues contrary

to the resolution of such issues by the Licensing Board (10 CFR 5 2.786(b)(4)). .

the NRC Staff herewith opposes CEE's petition for Comission review of
,

the Appeal Board's decision.

'

.

/- JJ Detroit Edison Company et al. (Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant,
Unit 2), ALAB-730, 17 NRC , June 2, 1983.Q .
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II. BACKGR0'JND
.

Two contentions sponsored by CEE were litigated at hearing

March 31-April 2,1982. These contentions concerned certain alleged
,

construction defects and the feasibility of an evacuation route for a

small residential community near the Fermi-2 site. The sole CEE witness

was a Monroe County, Michigan Commissioner. Five months after completion

of hearing, in August,1982, the Monroe County, Michigan Board of

Commissioners. filed a petition to intervene with the Licensing Board,

claiming recently discovered defects in the County's emergency plan.

Concurrently, CEE filed a motion to reopen the record to litigate the

emergency plan issues which tha County sought to raise. On October 29,

1982 the Licensing Board issued its Initial Decision on the issues liti-

gated and denied both the County's late petition to intervene and the CEE

motion to reopen, for failure to show good cause for untimeliness or new

information which would affect the decision. LBp-82-96, supra, slip op.

37-50. The County appealed and the Appeal Board affirmed the Licensing-

Board's decision but referred the County's petition to the Director of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation for consideration as a request under 10 CFR

S 2.206. ALAB-707, 16 NRC (December 21,1982). CEE appealed both
.

the Initial Decision and the denial of its notion to reopen the record.

III. DISCUSSION*

.

A. Summary of the Decision for Which Review is Sought

Before the Appeal Board, CEE raised three issues which CEE asserted
,,

,

to involve error by the Licensing Board. The errors claimed by CEE were:
,,

'. (1) the Licensing Board's finding that the Monroe County, Michigan-

,

- . _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ . - - - _ - - - . . - - _ _ .
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radiological emergency plan was complete; (2) the Licensing Board's

rejection of a portion of CEE contention 8;2_/ and (3) the Licensing Board 3

decision on Contention 8 which CEE claimed to be unsupported by the evi-

dentiary record. The bases provided for these claims of error by CEE

were that (1) emergency plan issues are not ripe for adjudication until

final offsite emergency plans are developed, that, (2) consequently,- the

rejected portion of Contention 8 should have been retained until adoption

of i final plan by Monroe County, Michigan, and (3) in considering the

adequacy of the evacuation route at issue in Contention 8, the Licensing

Board inappropriately relied on the County's draft emergency plan and did

not account for effects of weather and traffic accidents on evacuation

time.3/-

The Appeal Board found that the lack of a final County emergency'

plan did not invalidate the Licensing Board's decisions, did not warrant

deferral of the evidentiary hearing, and did not preclude licensing.

The Appeal Board pointed out that the issue of the incompleteness of

offsite emergency plans has been addressed in other cases and determined

not 'to preclude hearings or licensing. Based on these prior decisions,

the Appeal Board explained that licensing decisions may be made when

.

2/ The portion of Contention 8, rejected in 1979 by the Licensing
Board Order ruling on contentions, alleged that an emergency plan-

covering a 100 mile radius should be required for the Fermi-2 site.

3/ ALAB-730 at 2.
- ' '

( .

,

s .. .

I

.|
'
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emergency plans are sufficient 1v developed to support a " reasonable %

assurance" conclusion.O
In addition, the Appeal Board found that the alleged emergency plan

defects could have and should have been known by the County at least by
~

the time of the February 2,1982 full scale exercise of onsite and

offsite plans in which the County participated.N In turn, the same

knowledge of alleged plan defects could be imputed to CEE, since the CEE

witness at hearing, who had been a CEE member since 1978, was a Monroe

County Comissioner.6_/ Since the Itonroe County plan had been tested

during a full scale exercise and FEMA had issued findings on the

County's plan prior to hearing, the Appeal Board concluded that CEE's

claim of premature adjudication was without merit.1/

In addressing the CEE assertion that a portion of Contention 8 was'

improperly rejected prior to_ development of offsite emergency plans, the

Appeal Board noted that CEE was provided several opportunities to raise

emergency plan issues which CEE both failed to use and expressly-

ALAB-730, at 12-13, citing Southern California Edison Co. (San
'

4/ Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-717, 17 NRC-

(March 4,1983) and Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co. (Wm. H.
ITm~,er Nuclear power Station, Unit No.1), ALAB-727,17 NRC
(May 2, 1983). The Appeal Board's ruling was based on the
Comission's emergency planning regulations which require a finding
of reasonable assurance that adequate onsite' and offsite protective
actions will be taken prior to issuance of reactor operating
licenses. ALAB-730, at 8-9.

S/ ALAB-730, at 12.

6/ ALAB-730, at 11.
. .

1/ ALAB-730, at 14.

f.
\.
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rejected, and that, in any event, the rejected portion.of the contention
~

was not litigable.8_/

The Appeal Board found CEE's allegation that the Licensing Board

erroneously relied on the " draft" Monroe County plan to be baseless,

sincetheLicensingBoard'srelianceonthepla$consistedofnothing

more than a permissible inference that the County would provide one or

two policemen and a tow truck, if needed, during evacuation.El The

Appeal Board also determined that effects of traffic accidents and

weather on evacuation time estimates were accounted for by the Licensing

Bot.rd based on the evidentiary record which addressed these matters.E

The Appeal Board concluded its decision by affiming the Initial Decision

in its entirety, based on its review of the entire record.

B. The CEE petition for Review

CEE merely repeats the arguments raised before the Appeal Board in

the instant petition. Specifically CEE argues that Comission review is
,

,

warranted because (1) Monroe County allegedly has no emergency plan and ]

(2) the Appeal Board allegedly improperly precluded CEE from litigating

emergency plan issues. |

The identical claim presented below, concerning the fact that Monroe

County as yet has no final ernergency plan, is presented for review, based

once again on the County's August,1982 petition to intervene and certain

8/ ALAB-730 at 15-18.

9_/ ALAB-730 at 21. .-

g lof ALAB-730 at 21-24.
. ..
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County letters to government officials. Petition, p. 2-3. CEE's assertion
.

that a " unique case" exists in which the local government "will not imple-

ment" its own plan is refuted by the evidence of record, which shows the

County's ongoing efforts to revise the plan with the aid of FEMA.and State

officials, recited by the Appeal Board (ALAB-73b, slip op,. at 5-7,13-15).

CEE's assertion is contradicted by CEE's own reference to County-State

correspondence concerning current revision of the plan. Petition, at 3.

Again, CEE asserts it was not untimely in raising emergency plan

issues and that the express rejection of an opportunity to raise these

issues by CEE counsel, who stated at a 1981 prehearing conference that

CEE did not wish to raise emergency plan issues, was not actually a rejec-

tion. Petition, at 4. This argument is completely refuted in the

Appeal Board's careful examination of the record (ALAB-730,14-18) and

the Appeal Board's wholly correct reasoning and determination in this

regard need not be repeated here.

CEE unsuccessfully attempts to show that it should not be. held !

responsible for knowledge of the Monroe County emergency plan despite _ |

the ' fact that its member and only witness at hearing is a Monroe County

Comissioner. Specifically, CEE claims that it is unreasonable to
!

assume that membership on the County Board of Comissioners provides i,

knowledge of County operations which would affect the implementation of
'

the County's emergency plan. Although normally one might expect that an

individual County Comissioner would not be fully aware of the details

of every County operation, such an expectation should not apply to this

CEE member (and County Comissioner) with regard to County emergency *'

planning matters. This particular CEE member served as CEE's expert-

-
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witness on the emergency preparedness contention. Having been proffered

as CEE's witness on the local emergency preparedness issue, this County

Comissioner must be deemed to be knowledgeable of local emergency i

preparedness. In turn, his knowledge of the status of Monroe County

emergency preparedness as a County Comissioner and expert witness on

the emergency preparedness issue is properly imputed to CEE.

Finally, CEE presses its claim, rejected by the Appeal Board, that
.

'

its right to a hearing on emergency planning issues has been violated by

the Licensing Board's refusal to reopen the record to admit such issues.
'

Referring to Section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, to

support its argument, CEE claims, in essence, that it has a right to a
; hearing regardless of the timeliness of any issues it wishes to litigate.

Petition, at 5-6. However, it is well-established that Section 189a of

the Atomic Energy Act does not provide an unqualified right to a

hearing. The Commission may, in fact, establish reasonable procedural

requirements for intervention and on the proffering of contentions.

BPI v. AEC, 502 F.2d 424 (D.C. Cir 1974); see Duke Power Co. , et al.

(Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 & 2), CLI-83-19, slip op, at 6-7

(June 30,1983). Among those procedural requirements, the Comission

has established reasonable rules as to the timeliness of raising issues

in ongoing proceedings. Catawba supra. Pursuant to those rules, CEE

was properly found to have been inexcusably late in raising emergency.

plan issues after having been provided, but rejecting, the opportunity

for hearing on such issues earlier. ALAB-730, slip op, at 14-16. CEE
'

has no unqualified right to a hearing on emergency plan issues and was -

j not improperly denied such a hearing.
s. .
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In sum, CEE raises the same issues before the Comission which were
.

- ' raised before the Appeal Board without any showing of error in ALAB-730.

At bottom, CEE provides no basis for Comission review beyond it's con-
,

tinuing disagreement with the findings and determinations of the
,.

Licensing Board whicn were affirmed by the Appeal Board. Both the-

Licensing Board and the Appeal Board were correct in those rulings.

No important matter of law or policy warranting Comission review is
.

_

'

presented by CEE's petition and that petition should be denied.

III. CONCLUSION
,

For the reasons stated above, the Comission should deny the CEE

petition for review of ALAB-730 pursuant to 10 CFR I 2.786(b)(4).-

Respectfully submitted,

'

.

Colleen P. Woodhead
Counsel for NRC Staff

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this,7th day of July, 1983
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UNITED. STATED OF AMERICA-
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the Matter of )
)

THE DETROIT EDISON COMPANY, _e _t _a _l . ) Docket No. 50-341(OL)
)

(Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, )
Unit 2) )

APPLICANTS' ANSWER OPPOSING
CEE'S PETITION FOR REVIEW'

The Detroit Edison Company (" Detroit Edison")

and Wolverine Power Supply Cooperative, Inc. (collectively,

the " Applicants"), pursuant to Section 2.786(b)(3)'of the
Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, hereby submit

their Answer Opposing the Petition for Review,. dated June

22, 1983, of Citizens for Employment and Energy ("CEE"),

the only intervenor in this proceeding. CEE's' Petition

seeks review of the June 2, 1983 Decision of the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Appeal Board, ALAB-730, which affirmed

in all respects the October 29, 1982 Initial Decision
("I.D.") of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, LBP-82-96,

16 NRC authorizing issuance of-an operating license,

{ to Applicants for the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant, Unit-

2 (" Fermi 2"). ,
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Introduction

CEE' seeks Commission review of two of the three

general issues decided in ALAB-730, but its Petition

grossly mischaracterizes the Appeal Board's holdings and

the record evidence on both issues. First, CEE claims that

the Appeal Board decided that Monroe County, where Fermi 2

is located, "need not have a [ Radiological Emergency

Response Plan] before issuance of an operating license."

Petition at 1. The Appeal Board held no such thing. All

that the Appeal Board decided was that "offsite plans need

not be complete, nor finally evaluated by FEMA prior-to

conclusion of the adjudicatory process." ALAB-730, slip

op. a t 13 (emphasis added). The Appeal Board went on to

reject CEE's untimely effort, five months after hearings
were concluded, to reopen the record on emergency planning.

Second, CEE objects to the Appeal Board's

affirmance of the Licensing Board's finding that CEE had

waived its right to raise . emergency planning issues. As

the Appeal Board rightly concluded,-the record "is open to

no interpretation other than waiver." ALAB-730 at 17.

CEE's conduct was unambiguous. Its present counsel appar-

ently feels free to argue otherwise because he was not
involved in the earlier phases of this proceeding.. How-

ever, the present CEE representative (s) have. standing now

only because of CEE's earlier intervention, and they do not

-2-
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have the luxury of creating a new theory of the organiza-

tion's interests long after those have been defined and the

evidentiary hearings have concluded.

The final matter decided in ALAB-730--that the

record supports the Licensing Board's finding that there
is a feasible evacuation route for residents of the Stony

Point area, which lies within the 10-mile plume Emergency

Planning Zone (EPZ)--is not addressed in CEE's Petition.

Apparently, CEE finally has conceded that road leading away

from Stony Point is an adequate route. Certainly, CEE has

now waived any right to object to that conclusion. In any

event, substantial evidence supports the Licensing Board's

findings, and the Appeal Board properly affirmed. ALAB-730

at 18-25.

Argument

I.

THE APPEAL BOARD PROPERLY CONCLUDED THAT
MONROE COUNTY'S EMERGENCY PLAN WAS

SUFFICIENTLY DEVELOPED TO PERMIT CEE TO
FORMULATE CONTENTIONS BEFORE HEARING.

CEE's position on the state of Monroe County's

emergency planning has become progressively more strident

and disingenuous. CEE-has moved from contending in its'

appeal from the Initial Decision that Monroe County had not

" formally approved" its emergency plan (CEE Brief on |

!
IExceptions at 1) to its present position that Monroe County

t
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"does not have [a plan] and will not implement the draft

version which has been developed." Petition at 2.

CEE's current statement can most charitably be

characterized as a play on words. Mo.nroe County, of

course, has an emergency response plan. The record estab-

lishes that Monroe County has been involved in radiological

emergency planning at least since early 1980. The County

itself forwarded the plan to the Michigan State Police for

review and approval in November 1981. Indeed, the plan

was sufficiently developed by that time to allow its

evaluation by the Federal Emergency Management Agency

(" FEMA"). Moreover, Monroe County participated actively in

full-scale exercise of the plan in February 1982, two'

a

months before the hearing in this proceeding. I.D. if

63,64. There is no evidence that Monroe County will

refuse to " implement" the plan, and it is irresponsible for
.

CEE to suggest otherwise.

The status of the Monroe County plan is relevant

at this stage only to the extent CEE suggests it could not
have earlier expressed its recent concerns because the plan

was insufficiently developed. In ALAB-707, 16 NRC

(Dec. 21, 1982), the' Appeal Board upheld the Initial
Decision's denial of Monroe County's attempt to intervene

in this proceeding in August 1982, long after the

completion of the evidentiary hearing. The Appeal Board

-4-
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ruled that Monroe County did not have good cause to defer

questioning the completeness or adequacy of its emergency

plan until the hearings were over, reasoning that the
matters which the County sought to raise regarding the

plan's alleged inadequacy and incompleteness--e.g.,
condition of the roads in the plan'; vicinityi effect of

winter weather, availability of buses and emergency workers--

were well within the understanding of a local government

unit and could have, and should have, been raised before
(slip op.the hearing. ALAB-707, supra, 16 NRC at ,

at 7).1!
In ALAB-730, which is under attack here, the

Appeal Board did not hold that a County emergency _ plan was

not required. The Appeal Board merely held (1) that CEE

stood in no better position than Monroe County did in the

latter's appeal, and that (2) any " lack of complete-
ness" of the Monroe County plan, standing alone, did not

preclude issuance of a full power operating license. CEE's

mischaracterization of ALAB-730 ignores the Appeal Board's

discussion of its earlier decisions in Cincinnati Gas &
Electric Co. (Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station, Unit No.

1/ The Appeal Board-nevertheless_found that some of
Monroe County's concerns might merit attention and referred
its petition to the NRR Director to treat as a 10 C.F.R.
$.2.206 petition. The record establishes that it is under
active consideration by NRR and FEMA, and that any deficien-
cies are being addressed in a cooperative manner. See

ALAB-730 at 6, n. 5.
,

~5- >
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1), ALAB-727, 17 NRC (May 2, 1983) and Southern

California Edison Co. (San Onofre Nuclear Generating

Station, Units 2 and 3), ALAB-717, 17 NRC (Mar. 4,

1983). "[H] earings may properly be held [and a decision on

full power operating license reachad] at such time as thea

plans are sufficiently developed to support a conclusion
that the state of emergency preparedness provides reasonable

assurance that adequate protective measures can and will be

taken . Zimmer, supra, 17 NRC at (slip op. at"
. . .

26). It is plain from the Commission's regulatory require-

ments that offsite plans need not be complete, nor finally

evaluated by FEMA, prior to conclusion of the adjudicatory

process. San Onofre, supra, 17 NRC at (slip op. at

65-66 & n.57): Zimmer, supra, 17 NRC at (slip op. at

25). See 47 Fed. Reg. 30232 (July 13, 1982), petition for

review pending sub nom. Union of Concerned Scientists v.

NRC, No. 82-2053'(D.C. Cir., filed September 10, 1982); 45

Fed. Reg. 82713 (Dec. 16, 1980). See also 10 CFR { 50.47(c)(1).

As the Appeal Board pointed out, Monroe County's

emergency plan,.whether or not " final", before the hearing

had already been the subject of the emergency preparedness

exercise which, under the Commission's regulations, need

not even be conducted prior to an operating license decision

by the adjudicatory boards. Moreover, the Monroe County plan

-6-
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had also been the' subject of a final FEMA finding.E!

CEE's claim that Monroe County does not have a plan, and that

the Appeal Board and Licensing Board thereby erred in issuing

decisions favorable to the Applicants, must be rejected.

Finally, no procedural rights of'CEE vere' violated.

CEE raised no objections to the. Licensing Board's going.

forward with the hearing when it did. CEE had an opportunity,

which it forsook, to contest whether the plan was adequate
'

,

or could be implemented. ALAB-730 a t 15. Indeed, as we

show below, CEE had no intention of raising the adequacy of

the emergency plan as an issue until long after the hearings

were complete.

II.

THE APPEAL BOARD PROPERLY UPHELD THE
LICENSING BOARD'S RULING THAT CEE WAIVED ANY
RIGHT TO LITIGATE EMERGENCY PLANNING-ISSUES.

The Appeal Board recounted at length the actions' U

and statements of CEE's previous | counsel, which show that- CEE '

voluntarily relinquished in advance of:the evidentiary- ,

hearing any right to litigate emergency planning issues

other-than the feasibility of the Stony Point area evacua--

tion route. ALAB-730 at 2-5, 16-18'.
3As the Appeal. Board'further pointed out (at 17),-

it is wholly inconsis' tent with the tenor of-the-record for ,

2/ FEMA's report was the subject of a May.19, 1982 Board-
-

Notification that was served upon CEE.- See Board Notifica-
tion BN-82-50, Enclosure 1.

-7-
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CEE's present counsel to contend that CEE intended to |

preserve for appellate review the Licensing Board's ruling

2-1/2 years earlier which struck a _ broadly generalized

contention on inadequate emergency planning. There was no .

ambiguity in the statements made by CEE's counsel at the

July 22, 1981 prehearing conference. Tr. 192, 193, 208.

CEE's Petition shows no reasonable alternative interpre-

tation. Moreover, as the Appeal Board added, the struck

portion of CEE's original contention had no basis in either
the then-effective or proposed emergency planning regulations.

Even under the current rules adopted in 1980, evacuation

plans must be developed only for an area within a 10-mile
radius, not the 100-mile radius that CEE's original con-

tention sought to put in issue. See 10 C.F.R. { 50.47(b)(10)

& (c)(2): 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix E, 5 I n.2.

CEE's Petition seems to suggest (at 5) t ha t

CEE was surprised by Monroe County's "revela tion" in the

latter's untimely Motion to Intervene in August 1982 that

the County considered its plan inadequate, and that this

"new and significant information" gave CEE a basis for its

subsequent Motion to Reopen the Record. As shown above,

the County was found to be inexcusably late in seeking to

raise the emergency planning issues long after hearing.

That matter was disposed of in ALAB-707, which has become a

final Commission action not open to collateral attack by CEE.

-8-
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Moreover, as the Appeal Board (and the Licensing

Board) found, the County's knowledge was properly imputed

to CEE. The plan " deficiencies" that each sought to raise

after hearing obviously were matters that either could have

observed well before the hearing. More important, Frank

Kuron, CEE's only witness at hearing and the organization's

only apparent member throughout this proceeding (other than

its series of legal counsel), has been a member of the

Monroe County Board of Commissioners since January 1981--

more than a year before the hearing. The record in this

proceeding shows that for more than a decade Mr. Kuron has

devoted considerable efforts to opposing construction and

operation of Fermi 2. His opposition to Fermi 2 appears to

be the sole motivating force behind CEE. It is inconceivable

that, as a Monroe County Commissioner, he would have been

unaware of the County's planning with respect to a project

of such consuming interest to him. The suggestion in CEE's

Petition that imputing knowledge of the County's emergency

planning to Mr. Kuron (and therefore to CEE) in 1981 or

early 1982 is analogous to assuming each member of Congress

is f amiliar with " day to day operations of the NRC" (Peti- >I

tion at 5) is patently absurd. CEE's Motion to Reopen in

September 1982, five months after hearing, on the pretext i

|

that the County's equally late attempt to intervene revealeo j

I
I
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informa tion new to CEE, was rank opportunism, and was properly

Idenied by the Licensing Board and upheld by the Appeal Board.
* * *

Contrary to CEE's suggestion, no important

questions of law, policy, or fact are raised by its latest

pleading. CEE has had full access to the adjudicatory

process, has occasioned an .otherwise unnecessary hearing,

and has repeatedly failed to live up to its concommitant

responsibilities, as demonstrated by its bare-bones testi-

mony, meager cross-examination at hearing, and failure to

submit proposed findings and conclusions thereafter.

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, CEE's Petition for

Review must be denied.

Respectfully submitted,

LeBOEUF, LAMB, LEIBY & MacRAE

By GAfst -f

h(crilH. Voi(J
Of Counsel: 1333 New Hampshire Ave., N.W.

Suite 1100
L. CHARLES LANDGRAF Washington, D.C. 20036

(202) 457-7500
PETER A. MARQUARDT
BRUCE R. MATERS
The Detroit Edison Attorneys for Applicants

Company
2000 Second Avenue
Detroit, Michigan 48226

July 7, 1983
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I have this 7th day of
,

July, 1983, served the foregoing document, entitled Appli-

cants' Answer Opposing CEE's Petition for Review, by

mailing copies thereof, first class mail, postage prepaid, <

and properly addressed, or by persona 1' delivery where

indicated,'to the following -persons:

Stephen F. Eilperin, Esq. . Thomas S. Moore, Esq.
Chairman, Atomic Safety and Atomic Safety and; Licensing

'

Licensing Appeal. Board Appeal Board
U.S.-Nuclear Regulatory U.S.. Nuclear Regulatory;

Commission- Commission
-4350 East. West Highway 4350 East West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland Bethesda,sMaryland'

(personal delivery) -(pe rsona 1 Ldelive ry )'
'

Dr.'Reginald L. Gotchy-
.

Daniel-Swanson,tEsq. +

' Atomic Safety and Licensing' Office of the Executive
-Appeal Board Legal Director

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory EU.S.. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission . Commission
.

4350 East West Highway Washington, D.C. 20555 ,

Bethesda, Ma ryland (personal delivery) ~
(personal delivery)

.
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Mr. Robert J. Norwood Colleen Woodhead, Esq.
Supervisor Office of the Executive
Frenchtown Charter Township Legal Director
2744 Vivian Road U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Monroe, Michigan 48161 Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555
John Minock, Esq. (personal delivery)
305 Mapleridge
Ann Arbor, Mici.2can 48103 Secretary

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Monroe County Library System Commission
Reference Department Washington, D.C. 20555
3700 South Custer Road Attn: Docket and Service
Monroe, Michigan 48161 Section (orig. plus 5)

(personal delivery)

/
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~

L. Charles Landgraf /' g7
LeBOEUF, LAMB, LEIBY & MacRAE
Attorneys for Applicants )
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